Ms. Jay’s Preschool Assignments for
Thursday March 19 and week of March 23-26, 2020
Every day this week:
YouTube resources:
* listen to the Sing, Spell, Read and Write phonics song.
* Listen to Jack Hartman Letter Ii song
*Listen to Cowboy Count (Jack Hartman)
Read a book to your child – write down the name of the book that was read and
send the list to school by Monday March 30. Ask your child questions about the
book after it is read, have them tell you their favorite or least favorite part in the
book.
Writing practice:
•

have your child practice writing their first name (if they have mastered this,
have them write their first and last name).

•

Have them practice writing the letter I and i. We have formally introduced
the letters A – I thus far. Please review these letters with your child and
you can even encourage them to try to write each of these letters. You can
use Alphabet cards if you have them or make your own cards to use.

Thursday (March 19th)
Complete activities for Snow packet 4.

Monday
Complete activities for Snow packet 5.

Tuesday
Jelly Bean Math: If you have a pair of dice modify one by taping different colors
on each side. Have your child roll the dice. If you have a bag of jelly beans you can

use real jelly beans for demonstration (having them draw the amount of jelly beans
on paper to turn in). If not just have your child draw a jelly bean shape on paper.
They will draw the number of jelly beans that match the number showing on the die
and the matching color. Have them do this two times, (if they roll the same color
have them repeat until they get two different colors). Once they roll the two
different colors and amounts of jelly beans have them count how many jelly beans
in all. Example 2 red jelly beans and 3 yellow jelly beans makes 5 jelly beans in all.
If you don’t have die you can make sets of cards with paper. One set having
numbers 1-5 and the other having colors. Have your child draw a card from each
set and draw that amount and color. To extend this activity have them also
practice writing the numbers. You may need to write the number first and allow
them to copy what you write. Have them write their name on their work and return
to school by Monday March 30.

Wednseday
Egg Experiment Day 1 – using one egg, have the children make observations about
the egg (write down their observations). Next have them choose a liquid to place
the egg in (water, vinegar, coke, or juice). Allow the egg to soak in the liquid until
tomorrow. Have them make a prediction about what they think will happen to the
egg in the liquid. Write down their predictions to turn in.
Letter Ii search – Using an old newspaper, magazine, or Junk Mail have your child
search print and find as many letters I or i as they can and circle them. Send in a
page of this for credit with child’s name on it by Monday March 30.

Thursday
Egg Experiement Day 2 – have your child take the egg out of the liquid. Have
them make observations about what they notice about the egg today compared to
yesterday. You may show them another egg that was not in a liquid to compare.
Write down their observations, have your child write their name on it, and return
to school by Monday March 30.
Letter Ii sound – talk to your child about the sound the letter I makes. Help them
come up with words that begin with that sound. You can write the words for them

and then have them draw a picture of the item. Have them write their names on it
and turn it in on Monday March 30.

